Materials – Character flashcards

The characters that students can be asked to translate or write during the Character Bee come from the F-LAN curriculum posted on the website clt7-12.org. First year students will only be given characters from the first half of the level 1 curriculum, second year students from the second half of the level 2 curriculum, etc…

Students can prepare ahead of time using the flashcard sets linked below.

These are the same flashcard sets that will be used on the day of the language fair.
Level 1 - http://quizlet.com/_13pbqp
Level 1 - Final

Level 2 - http://quizlet.com/_151gpg
Level 2 - Final

Level 3 - http://quizlet.com/_15fd94
Level 3 - Final

Levels 4+ - http://quizlet.com/_15ffoc
Level 4 - Final

DLI 7th Grade https://quizlet.com/126222044/combo-with-byu-clf-huanying-2-1-to-4-flash-cards/